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Abstract
Linac4 is a new H- linear accelerator at CERN
replacing Linac2 as injector to the PS Booster. Almost
100 electro-magnets of different types are needed for the
Linac4 project. Following a detailed analysis of the
requirements and constraints, several magnet designs
have been studied and are well advanced. This paper
presents the design considerations, main parameters and
characteristics of the new Linac4 magnets and
summarizes the present status.
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LINAC4
As the first step of a long-term programme aiming at an
increase in the LHC luminosity, CERN is building a new
160 MeV H¯ linear accelerator, Linac4, to replace the
ageing Linac2 as injector to the PS Booster. Linac4 is an
86-m long normal-conducting linac made of an H¯
source, a Radio Frequency Quadrupole, a chopping line
and a sequence of three accelerating structures: a DriftTube Linac (DTL), a Cell-Coupled DTL (CCDTL) and a
Pi-Mode Structure (PIMS). A new transfer line will
connect Linac4 to the PS Booster. The civil engineering
has been recently completed, and construction of the main
accelerator components has started with the support of a
network of international collaborations [1].
Both, the accelerating section and the new transfer-line
require a number of different electro-magnets:
The 3-MeV front-end will be equipped with four lowenergy correctors and two new solenoids in addition to
several quadrupole families, which have been recuperated
from the present Linac2.
Table 1: New Magnets for The Linac4 Project
Position

Magnet type

3-MeV Front-End

Solenoid

DTL

CCDTL

linac requires special attention: due to the limited
available space, a low-energy corrector and a short
version of a standard linac corrector will be used in the
DTL inter-tank regions.
For the new transfer-line, 17 transfer-line quadrupoles,
five bending magnets, and 11 two-plane corrector
magnets will be built. A detailed overview of the required
new magnets is shown in Table 1.
The electro-magnetic design work for these magnets
has been recently completed. All simulations and field
computations have been performed using the finite
element program OPERA 2D or OPERA 3D/TOSCA
from Vectorfields/Cobham. The outcome of the design
study and the present production status of the electromagnets will be summarized in the following sections.

3-MEV FRONT-END
Low-Energy Correctors
The low-energy correctors needed for the Low-Energy
Beam Transfer Line (LEBT) and the chopper line are
combined horizontal/vertical corrector magnets. They
have a magnetic length of 170 mm and a mechanical
aperture of 108 mm, providing an integrated field of
1.28×10-3 Tm. The yokes are made of 0.5 mm thick
laminated electrical steel and the coils are wound from
solid copper wire and are air cooled by natural
convection. The main constraints were the limited space
and the magnetic interference with the adjacent
equipment. A preliminary integration layout of the LEBT
is shown in Figure 1.
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3
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2

TL Quadrupoles

17

Linac Corrector type 2

11

The linac itself will comprise 21 inter-tank quadrupoles
and 11 corrector magnets in total. The first part of the

Figure 1: LEBT layout.
The magnet fabrication is finished and measurements
of the integrated field strength have been performed on
three out of six magnets with a rotating coil setup. The
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Solenoids
New solenoids are indispensable to be compatible with
the large aperture of the rest of the LEBT. Low energy
solenoids with an aperture radius of 75 mm have been
specified for the MedAustron accelerator, in collaboration
with CERN. These DC-operated solenoids entirely fulfil
the Linac4 requirements and feature an effective length of
309 mm and an integrated axial field of 8×10-2 Tm. The
design work included a comprehensive study on the
impact of the conductor configuration onto the field
homogeneity. The complete conductor geometry
including layer transitions and connection leads have been
modelled in OPERA 3D and several layouts have been
tested leading to the final design. The four coils are
mounted into a magnetic steel barrel to confine the fringe
fields. The field quality has been intensively crosschecked using the ray-tracing feature of OPERA 3D. A
dedicated simulation could provide certainty that the
close-by corrector magnet does not distort the solenoid
field quality in a significant way and the magnetic
coupling remains negligible.

LINAC INTER-TANK SECTIONS
Quadrupoles
Beam focusing in the linac is provided by ElectroMagnetic Quadrupoles (EMQ) and Permanent Magnet
Quadrupoles (PMQ). A common EMQ type will be used
for the inter-tank sections of the entire Linac4. The
quadrupoles have an aperture radius of 27 mm and
provide a maximum integrated gradient of 2.4 T. They are
designed to operate with a repetition rate of up to 2 Hz
and a flat top length of 2 ms keeping the r.m.s. current
and the power consumption low enough to allow air
cooling by natural convection, which consequently cuts
the installation and operation costs. In addition, an aircooled magnet design permits a reduction of the overall
magnet dimensions, helping to meet the stringent
geometric boundary conditions in the inter-tank regions.
The yokes are made of 0.5-mm-thick laminated electrical
steel glued together, cut by Electro Discharge Machining
(EDM) and pressed into a stainless-steel ring; the coils are
wound from solid copper cast in resin after the final
magnet assembly.
Apart from a very compact design (overall length less
than 106 mm), this layout brings the advantage to keep
the mechanical tolerance on the poles and in the magnet
assembly narrow and to assure a gradient homogeneity of
∆∫G/∫G0 = ± 0.05% inside the good field region (GFR).

OPERA 2D was used to design the pole profile and the
yoke cross-section. The integrated harmonics amplitude
values were obtained from the 3D simulations by Fourier
analysis of the radial field component Br integrated on a
cylindrical surface. The integrated field quality was finetuned by trimming the pole ends (chamfering). The
quadrupoles are presently under fabrication.
Field errors due to eddy currents in the magnet and in
the vacuum chamber have been computed and compared
with measurements on a prototype of similar design. The
time constant of the 1.5-mm-thick vacuum chamber
(50 µs) was found to be small compared to the time
constant of the magnet itself (200 µs) and can therefore be
ignored.

Corrector Magnets
Several types of combined horizontal/vertical
correctors with different mechanical apertures and field
strengths are needed for the inter-tank regions and the
new transfer-line. In order to reduce the costs and the
number of spare magnets, a common window-frame
design with a free aperture of 100 mm × 100 mm and a
maximum integrated field strength of 3.5×10-3 Tm will be
used for all subsystems. Like the quadrupoles, these
magnets will be operated in pulsed mode with the
repetition frequency of 2 Hz.
Since the magnets are short and have a large aperture,
the fringe field in the direction of the beam axis is
significant. In such a case, 2D field calculations give
imprecise results and need to be verified by 3D
simulations. Thus, 3D models were used to optimize the
conductor distribution in the coils. It was found that the
required field quality can be achieved by introducing 10
additional turns on each side of the coil, as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Non-optimized vs. optimized coils.
The integrated horizontal and vertical field errors stay
below ±0.5% for a GFR radius of 35 mm (transfer line
correctors) and below ±0.1% for a GFR radius of 20 mm
(inter-tank correctors).
The mechanical layout is similar to the above
mentioned low-energy correctors. Two prototypes with
different lamination thickness (0.5 mm and 0.35 mm)
have been manufactured and will be measured to study
their dynamic behaviour when operated in pulsed mode.
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manufacturing of the magnets is reasonably conforming
to the specification, as the dipole transfer function in both
planes is within 0.2% with respect to each other and to the
nominal value. The transfer function shows that the iron
yoke operates in the linear range far from saturation.
The measurement results are in good coherence with
the outcome of the 3D simulations. As expected, the field
quality is affected by very large allowed multi-poles due
to the low aspect ratio (length to aperture).
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Magnetic Coupling
C
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The short distance betw
ween the linac tanks and thee fact
that differennt equipment has to share this limited space
s
leads to the situation that individual ellements have to be
placed very close to eachh other, whichh consequentlyy can
create interfferences amoongst them. The
T
most crritical
position is thhe inter-tank region
r
betweeen the DTL annd the
CCDTL, whhere the disstance betweeen the edgge of
quadrupole and
a the edge of
o the correcttor is 30 mm only.
To investigatte possible crross-talk and magnetic
m
couppling,
3D simulatioon were perfoormed. Becauuse the fringe field
of the correcctor penetratess the yoke of the
t quadrupole and
vice versa, itt is not sufficiient to study the
t fringe fiellds of
the individuual elements separately and quantifyy the
interference effect by a simple superpposition. Hennce it
was necessaary to represent the quaadrupole andd the
corrector in one
o common model.
m
The reesults show thhat for
the quadruppole the effeects on the higher multii-pole
components and on the inntegrated gradiient are negliggible.
On the other side, significant effects onn the correctorr field
have been observed: thhe integratedd field level was
reduced from
m 3.5×10-3 Tm
m to 2.86×100-3 Tm due to
t the
sole presencce of the quadrupole
q
y
yoke,
i.e. wiithout
powering thee quadrupole coils
c
(see Figuure 3).

∝

1

1

b
constantt values. The correctness
c
off
wiith c1 and c2 being
the formula has been cross--checked by a series off
num
merical 2D calculation. Sincce neither thee aperture norr
the effective
e
lenggth could be reduced sign
nificantly, thee
beam
m optics had to
t be modifiedd instead to lo
ower the fieldd
grad
dient. In parallel it was neceessary to increase the storedd
energ
gy deliveredd by the ccapacitor-disch
harge powerr
conv
verter to conveerge to a satisffactory solutio
on.

Ben
nding Magneets
In order to direcct the beam frrom Linac4 to
owards the PS
S
Boosster, several bending
b
magnnets will be required.
r
Thee
horizzontal 70 deggrees turn rigght after the linac will bee
achieeved by threee bending maagnets conneccted in series,,
each
h deflecting thhe beam by 223.3 degrees. Since Linac44
and the
t PS Boosteer are not on tthe same undeerground levell
two vertical bendiing magnets aare needed. Th
hey provide a
beam
m deflection of 14.5 deggrees each. For
F economicc
reaso
ons it was deccided to aim for a common
n design. Thee
pulseed magnets will
w provide a maximum in
ntegrated fieldd
stren
ngth of 0.78 Tm
T in an apeerture gap off 56 mm at a
repettition frequenncy of 1.1 Hz. The proposeed design is a
classsical laminatedd H-type maggnet with wateer cooled coilss
as sh
hown in Fig. 4.
4 Since the beeam will traveel through thee
transsfer-line withh a constant energy, the required
r
fieldd
-4
hom
mogeneity of ±5×10
±
has too be achieved only for twoo
given
n field levels.

Figure 3: Inffluence of the adjacent quaddrupole on thee field
distribution on
o the correctoor.
However, thhis field reduuction can bee compensateed by
increasing thhe excitation current in thhe corrector coils.
The field quality becaame worse but
b
still rem
mains
acceptable innside the speciified good fielld region.

TRANS
SFER-LINE
E
Quadrupolles
While the first part of the
t new transsfer-line will make
use of two linac-type quuadrupoles, thhe remainingg part
involves quaadrupoles withh larger apertuure. A series of 15
quadrupoles with an apertture radius off 50 mm provviding
an integratedd gradient of 1.8
1 T will be built. The proopose
design is a classical 4-quadrant quadrupole with
hyperbolic pole
p
profile. The magnetss are operateed in
pulsed modee at 1.1 Hz to reduce powerr consumptionn and
avoid water cooling. Onee of the mainn challenges in
i the
design was too match the magnet
m
inductaance and resisstance
to an existinng power convverter design.. To approachh this
issue in a systematic way,, a scaling law
w has been deerived
which relatees the stored energy E off an electrom
magnet
with its apertture radius r and
a with its maagnetic lengthh Leff:

4 Transfer-linne bending maagnet.
Figure 4:

CONCLU
USION
Most
M
of the deesign work haas been comp
pleted and thee
prod
duction in industry according to
t
CERN’ss
specifications hass started. Begginning with the
t inter-tankk
quad
drupoles andd correctors, the magneets will bee
prog
gressively deliivered, testedd and measurred. The firstt
elem
ments have to be ready for installation by
b June 2012..
The delivery of thhe magnets foor the transferr-line shall bee
comp
pleted before June 2013.
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